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A Motor-Flight Through France by Edith Wharton 

Edith Wharton, born Edith Newbold Jones (the Jones 

family of New York), traveled extensively, spoke 

several languages, and had friends (Henry James) and 

rivals (F. Scott Fitzgerald) in literary circles. She wrote 

nearly 40 books in her lifetime, a handful of which are 

travel guides, and moved from the U.S. to France, 

becoming an expatriate in the process. Her disgust with American life and its alleged lack of history, culture, 

and general distinction, led her to adore France, a landscape see by Wharton as largely unchanged from it 

medieval heritage. 

Taking “towns unawares” and “surprising” its residents, Wharton felt herself to be matched in character 

to France’s old-world charm, clear social structure, and elegant sensibilities. She found that the “hoarded 

richness of France” was what she was writing of, but several critics have noted, including Mary Suzanne 

Schriber who wrote the introduction, that “America is the cultural wasteland for whom Motor-Flight is written”.  

Wharton faced such strong objections to her chosen profession in the U.S, being both a writer and a 

woman. She found her homeland to be uneducated and unwelcoming, and the same circles in France, those of 

wealthy, educated individuals, to be the opposite. They were interested in her work and supported her desires to 

partake of high society customs while maintaining a profession. Motor-Flight is both one of Wharton’s 

triumphs as a travel guide, but more importantly as a social commentary on the life one can lead outside of the 

bonds that bound her gender at that time in American history. 

 

                                        



Discussion 

• Has anyone been to The Mount, Wharton’s home, in Massachusetts? 

• We always have some world travelers in our book club…who has been to France? Did you have an 

experience similar to Wharton’s? Did you visit medieval towns off the beaten path? 

• Which of the French towns described in the book would you most like to visit, and why? 

• Wharton appears to detest restoration, and is in favor of ruins. Do you find this view incredibly romantic 

or out of a desire for authenticity? 

• What use do you believe Wharton made of her travels in France, as described in Motor-Flight, when 

writing her fiction set in France? Consider one or more of these works if you have read them: The 

Custom of the Country, The Reef, Madame de Treymes, The Marne, A Son at the Front. 

• Discuss Edith Wharton's aversion to ordinary tourism. 

• What additional social commentary can be found in the book? 

• What is your favorite Edith Wharton book? 

• What interested you most in this Wharton travel guide? 
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